Blessed are they whom You have Chosen

Communion Hymn for Saturdays

Plagal First Mode
adapted from Anthony "Nomophylax" the Priest (15th century)
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Duration: 9:00
(or 6:15 if abbreviated)
Communion Hymn - Saturday - Blessed are They

Blessed are They that keep the law, and love the commandments of the Lord.

Their names shall be recorded in the book of the living, and their names shall be sung the day of the resurrection.

O Lord, grant that we may keep thy law and love thy commandments, that we may be written in the book of the living and sung the day of the resurrection.

May their names be remembered in the book of the living, and their names sung the day of the resurrection.

May their names be remembered from generation to generation, and their names sung the day of the resurrection.

O Lord, grant that we may keep thy law and love thy commandments, that we may be written in the book of the living and sung the day of the resurrection.
An illustration from a 14th-century manuscript depicting John Glykes teaching cheironomy to St. John Koukouzelis and Xenos Koronis.